Call for IEEE T-CSVT Associate Editors Nomination

On behalf of IEEE T-CSVT editorial board, I welcome you to recommend new AEs (See criteria and process below for details), please feel free to drop me emails. Kindly note that given the number of AEs from IEEE region 10 is much more than the one from other regions, I highly appreciate that you could nominate potential candidates from region 1 to 9, preferably female professors / scientists.

Associate Editors Selection Criteria

To be selected as an Associate Editor, a candidate should be well respected or a rising star in his/her field, should have published and/or patented with high impact in the CAS field and have achieved visible recognition within the IEEE, should be known to be highly responsible and committed, and should be an expert in a technical area within the scope of this journal. During the selection of the AEs, the EiC also pays attention to the demonstrated high ethical standards of the candidates. Preferably the candidate is a member of CAS Society.

The EiC also needs to balance the Editorial Board with respect to the diversity in terms of gender, geographical location and role (industry /academia /government). This is required from IEEE TAB Periodicals Review Committee. We will make special effort to recruit female professors and industrial scientists.

The AE appointment needs to be approved by VP Pubs according to our Bylaws. The term of AE is for two years, i.e. Jan. 2025 to Dec. 2026. Again, an AE may be reappointed for another term (but cannot serve more than two consecutive terms) based on his/her good performance. In rare cases, the term may be terminated any time when an AE cannot fulfill the responsibility of an AE, or there is clear evidence that an AE has ethics issues. T-CSVT has zero-tolerance against ethics issues.

We try to avoid one person serving as AE for multiple journals.

Associate Editor Nomination Process (Deadline by 11/01/2024)

1. We are accepting nominations for new Associate Editors by 11/01/2024. Please send your Nomination Form to EiC email (tcsvt.eic@gmail.com) and cc the email (wwzhu@tsinghua.edu.cn). No new nominations will be considered after this deadline. Please also attach a detailed CV with publication list of yours separately.
2. The evaluation committee which consists of the EiC, AEiC and several past EiCs will review the submitted nomination, check with the references, generate a preliminary list of selected candidates, and send it to the VP of publications to get his approval by 11/30/2024.
3. VP of publications will feedback an approved list of AEs and the approved AEs will be notified no later than 12/25/2024.

Sincerely,
Wenwu Zhu
EiC for T-CSVT (2024.01-2025.12)